1977 Harley Davidson XLCH Sportster
West Gosford, 07 April

Lot sold

Condition

Year of manufacture
Mileage

1977
228 mi / 367 km

Used

Location
Motorcycle type
Colour

Street
Black

Description
1977 Harley Davidson XLCR1000
Year: 1977
Make: Harley Davidson
Model: XLCR1000
Body: Motorcycle
Odometer: Indicating 228 miles
Engine: 1000cc V Twin
Transmission: Manual
Colour: Black
Description/extras:
- Only 3200 built
- Matching Numbers
- Factory built Cafe Racer
- Highly sought-after piece of Harleys rich history
- 1000cc Sportster engine
- 229km showing on the odometer
Presented in pristine condition and only 229km showing on the odometer
The paint-work and chrome are outstanding, and the original wheels fitted, presenting as it would
have on the showroom floor over 40 years ago. The frame and engine are spotless; a tell-tale sign of
a meticulously maintained Motorcycle.
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Harley Davidson released the XLCR as a factory built Cafe Racer in March 1977 at Daytona bike
week, it was the result of a personal and secretive design produced by Willie G Davidson the then
head designer at AMF-owned Harley Davidson, it was like nothing Harley fans had seen before and
was met enthusiastically at the time although following sales were somewhat of a disaster, Sporting
an elongated angular tank, bikini fairing, cast alloy wheels, twin discs upfront with Kelsey-Hayes
brakes. The 1000cc Sportster engine was mounted in a XR frame with a performance Siamese cross
over two-into-two exhaust, and suspension by Showa of Japan. The XLCR went on to be produced in
limited numbers for 1978 and then discontinued, all in approximately only 3200 were built which
makes this Harley Davidson a highly sought-after piece of Harleys rich history.
This was quite the (nearly) chrome-less departure for Harley.
Sold unregistered
As with all vehicles sold in the Classic Car Division, they have been well looked after by their previous
owners. Unfortunately, due to the high volume of vehicles, Lloyds Auctions are unable to physically
inspect every aspect of each vehicle and the description which should be used as a guide only have
been compiled after speaking with the owners. Lloyds Auctions sells these vehicles under standard
auction conditions that offers no warranties or cooling off period. Please feel free to call the Classic
Car Division if you have any questions relating to any vehicle. Inspection is highly recommended.
Lloyds stock #100961+1729
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